The research focuses on an innovative error correction method that uses perfect binary arrays (PBAs), a powerful mathematical tool with unique properties that make it ideal for error correction. The research is aimed at studying the impact of uncorrelated mixed-type errors in the data exchange path, which allows using it in smart technologies with limited computing capabilities. The effectiveness of the approach is confirmed by simulation and comparison with other error correction methods. In order to further study the structural, cross-correlation and distance properties of orthogonal two-dimensional codes and the correcting capabilities of the proposed method, an information technology system for data transmission based on an equivalent class of perfect binary arrays has been developed. The proposed model evaluates the performance of the error correction code based on perfect binary arrays under various conditions, including correlated and uncorrelated interference and data exchange paths. A generator of PBA of equivalent classes has been built. An experimental evaluation of the correcting ability of the proposed two-dimensional codes was carried out by simulating various pre-code situations, including packet and random errors, for the cases of correlated and uncorrelated interference. Using a graphical interface, users will be able to enter the number and type of errors, determine whether they are random or packet errors, manually or automatically, move errors through the data packet, and view intermediate results. Thus, the complex nature of this study can be positioned as a promising approach and a reliable choice in the field of error correction.
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1. Introduction

The reliability of information transmission in modern digital communication systems is a serious problem. Interference from various sources can distort the transmitted signal, which will lead to errors in the received data. To solve this problem, error correction codes are used to detect and correct errors in the signal. However, existing error correc-
tion methods have limitations in terms of their effectiveness and reliability.

Information processes are impossible without information transfer via data exchange paths. It is during the transmission of information that there is a threat of destruction of the transmitted information due to natural and artificial interference, which is inevitably present in data exchange paths. Error correction codes are often used to combat interference [1]. In addition, the transmitted information can be hacked by an attacker who can intercept, change or forge the information [2].

Error correction is the most important component of modern digital communication systems, ensuring that transmitted data remains reliable and accurate even in conditions of noise, interference and other sources of distortion. In this paper, we consider the problem of error correction during signal transmission, including related problems, methods used to solve these problems, and practical implications for modern communication systems.

The problem of correcting errors during data transmission can be presented as follows: we want to send a digital signal from the sender to the recipient over a communication channel, but we know that this channel is not ideal and can introduce errors to the signal. The goal is to develop a method that can detect and correct these errors so that the receiver can recover the original signal as accurately as possible. Error correction problems arise from the fact that errors can arise in various ways, including random noise, interference from other signals, and channel distortions such as fading or multipath. To detect and correct errors, it is necessary to develop methods that are reliable enough to handle these different types of errors and efficient enough to be implemented in real-time communication systems.

To protect the transmitted information from modification and falsification, various methods of error correction coding are commonly used [3]. However, to practically implement the detection and correction of various types of errors in smart technologies with limited computing resources, a new approach is needed that will meet the requirements for reliability, efficiency, and energy capacity.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Since the invention of Hamming codes in 1950, error correction methods have advanced significantly. In [4–6], the authors cover the main designs and constructions of codes from the geometric, algebraic, and graph-theoretic points of view, decoding algorithms. Turbo codes [7,8] low-density parity check codes [9] provide excellent error correction efficiency, but require significant computational costs when working with other encoding and decoding algorithms.

In addition to computational complexity, error correction algorithms may introduce additional processing time [10], which may affect system latency, especially in real-time transmission applications. Finding a compromise between error correction capabilities and processing speed is critical. Hardware limitations create additional problems that must be taken into account when designing and implementing such systems [11], including limited memory, power consumption limitations, and availability of hardware resources.

In [12], it is noted that error correction codes introduce delays during encoding and decoding, and superfast codes are proposed to correct several adjacent errors. However, methods of minimizing such delays have not yet been sufficiently developed.

Perfect algebraic constructions, such as perfect binary arrays (PBAs) and bent sequences, have been widely studied in recent years. Sokolov [13] investigated the relationship between classes of perfect algebraic constructions, in particular perfect binary arrays, and bent sequences. Bent sequences, also known as truth tables of bent functions, form the basic class of perfect algebraic constructions and have found numerous applications in cryptography and coding theory.

In [13], the algebraic normal form of curved sequences of length $n=16$, which generate perfect binary arrays of order $N=4$, is presented. This gives insight into the properties and structure of perfect binary arrays, which are important in various applications. In addition, Sokolov determined the exact number of perfect binary arrays in the full set of curved sequences of length $n=64$, which contributed to a better understanding of the power of this class of perfect algebraic constructions.

Due to their unique properties, perfect binary arrays have found application in various fields, including coding theory [14], signal processing, and cryptography [15]. PBAs were also used in error correction codes, which have been widely studied in the literature [3,16]. In addition to these methods, studies were conducted on the use of PBA-based codes in network and wireless communication systems [17].

Although there have been several studies on the use of PBAs in error correction codes, there is still room for further exploration of their potential. This study proposes a new method that uses PBA to create optimized error correction codes for more reliable error correction in data transmission and storage systems, and this method is expected to give several advantages. First, this method can be adapted to different types of errors encountered in real scenarios. This adaptability can significantly increase the reliability of data transmission, especially in environments subject to various sources of errors. Second, the optimization process facilitated by PBA can lead to the creation of error correction codes that provide increased efficiency and lower computational complexity. This can result in faster error detection and correction, reduced data transfer latency, and improved overall system performance.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of the study is to develop a method of error correction coding based on perfect binary arrays, which ensures sufficient redundancy to detect and correct errors.

To achieve the aim, the following objectives should be accomplished:
- to develop a mathematical apparatus of an error correction code based on perfect binary arrays;
- to develop a software package for implementing the performance evaluation model for the error correction code.

4. Research materials and methods

4.1. Research object and hypothesis

The object of the research is the noise immunity of the data exchange path.
The research hypothesis is that by developing and implementing broadband orthogonal coding information technologies based on PBA, it is possible to achieve sufficient redundancy to detect and correct errors, thereby ensuring the reliability of information transmission over data exchange paths.

The following assumptions were made:
- mathematical structural properties of perfect binary arrays and their ideal autocorrelation functions are an interesting topic for studying their corrective capabilities;
- perfect binary arrays can be efficiently generated and classified for any length. In turn, the creation of an equivalent class is based on a simple rotation of lines and columns, which makes encoding and decoding very simple and fast;
- the large volume of the full PBA code allows increasing the level of noise immunity of the data exchange path, but at the same time, there is a problem of synchronization between the encoder and the decoder.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, a simulation was carried out to compare its accuracy and efficiency with other modern error correction methods. A model has also been developed to evaluate the performance of the error correction code based on PBA under the influence of correlated and uncorrelated interference of data exchange paths.

The simulation was carried out using Microsoft Visual C#. The simulation setup included a communication channel with different levels of interference, and the performance of the proposed method was compared with other existing error correction methods in these conditions.

The model was developed using a combination of analytical and simulation methods, using mathematical models to analyze the properties of the PBA-based code and its performance under various types of interference. Simulation-based methods were also used to verify analytical models and evaluate the performance of the error correction code in real conditions.

### 4.2. Perfect binary arrays

Perfect binary arrays [18, 19] are two-dimensional arrays of size \( N_1 \times N_2 \):

\[
H(N_1, N_2) = \{ h_{i,j} \} .
\]

\( h_{i,j} \in \{-1, 1\} \) – PBA elements;

\( i = 0, N_1 - 1 \) – number of lines;

\( j = 0, N_2 - 1 \) – number of columns;

that have an ideal two-dimensional periodic autocorrelation function (TPACF):

\[
R(N_1, N_2) = \left\{ r_{m,n} \right\} = \begin{cases} N_1 \times N_2, & \text{when } m = n = 0; \\ 0, & \text{when } m \neq n. \end{cases}
\]

Elements of TPACF (2) are calculated by the formula:

\[
r_{m,n} = \sum_{i=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N_2-1} h_{i,j} h_{i+m,j+n}.
\]

Each PBA (1) of order \( N \) (size \( N \times N \)) – \( H^{(0)}(N) = h_{i,j}^{(0)} \), which we will call a reference (generating) array, generates a class of equivalent PBAs – E(N) class [20], by the operations of cyclic rotation of lines and (or) columns, the total number of generated arrays is:

\[
\Psi^{(N)} = N^2.
\]

For example, a PBA class – \( H^{(0)}(N) = h_{i,j}^{(0)} \) can be obtained from a reference PBA by performing the operation of cyclic rotation of lines (\( L_{k1} \)) of the reference PBA by \( k_1 \) lines down and the operation of cyclic rotate of columns (\( Q_{k2} \)) of the reference PBA by \( k_2 \) columns to the right [21]:

\[
H^{(N)} = L_{k1} H^{(0)}(N) Q_{k2}
\]

or

\[
H(N_1, N_2) = \| h_{i,j} \|.
\]

For example, for the reference PBA:

\[
H^{(0)}(6) = \begin{bmatrix}
+ & + & + & + & + & + \\
+ & + & + & + & + & + \\
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
+ & + & + & + & + & + \\
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
- & - & - & - & - & - \\
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Generates equivalent PBA total \( \Psi^{(0)} = 36 \).

### 4.3. Cross-correlation function of two PBA

The two-dimensional periodic cross-correlation function (TPCCF) [18, 22]:

\[
B(N) = \| h_{m,n} H^{(0)}(N) \|.
\]

Equation (8) is the correlation between two equivalent PBA classes – class \( H^{(0)}(N) = h_{i,j}^{(0)} \) and \( H^{(i)}(N) = h_{i,j}^{(i)} \) of dimension \( i \), the elements of TPCCF are calculated:

\[
b_{m,n} = \sum_{j=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N_2-1} h_{i,j}^{(0)} h_{i+m-j,k+n}^{(i)}
\]

where \( i = 0, N_1 - 1 \), \( j = 0, N_2 - 1 \) and \( m = 0, N_1 - 1 \), \( n = 0, N_2 - 1 \).

The TPACF for the \( R^{(0)}(N) = r_{i,j}^{(0)} \) reference PBA, rotated \( k_1 \) lines down and \( k_2 \) columns to the right. The TPCCF of arbitrary two arrays from the same class has one side peak value equal to, the spatial coordinates of this peak are uniquely determined by the values of the cyclic rotates of the lines and (or) columns of the \( H^{(0)}(N) \) array relative to the reference \( H^{(0)}(N) \):

\[
B(N) = \| h_{m,n} \| R^{(0)}(N) \|.
\]

\( i + k_1 \) and \( j + k_2 \) are reduced by \( mod \ N \).

By using (6) and (9), the results are:

\[
b_{m,n} = \sum_{j=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N_2-1} h_{i,j}^{(0)} h_{i+m-j,k+n}^{(i)} = \sum_{i=0}^{N_1-1} \sum_{j=0}^{N_2-1} h_{i,j}^{(0)} h_{i+m-j,k+n}^{(i)} = r_{i,k}^{(0)}
\]

Fig. 1 shows some examples of two-dimensional periodic cross-correlation functions where clearly it is clearly seen that the spatial coordinates of this peak move depending on the cyclic rotate.

Thus, it is possible to present any PBA equivalent to the class, which is built on the basis of the reference one as follows:

\[
H^{(N)} = L_{k1} H^{(0)}(N) Q_{k2}.
\]
5. Development of an error correction method based on perfect binary arrays

5.1. Development of a mathematical apparatus for an error correction code based on perfect binary arrays

The proposed error correction method using PBA includes the following steps:

- **Encoding:** The transmitted information is first encoded using a linear code built from the reference PBA. This encoding ensures that the transmitted information has sufficient redundancy to detect and correct errors;
- **Transmission:** Encoded information is transmitted over a communication channel subject to various types of interference;
- **Decoding:** At the receiver side, the received information is decoded using a decoding algorithm that uses the properties of the PBA-based code. This decoding algorithm is designed to detect and correct errors that may have occurred during transmission;
- **Error correction:** Finally, any errors found are corrected using the error correction properties of the PBA-based code.

The principle of information modulation on the basis of cyclic rotations of the PBA equivalent to the \( E(N) \) class is shown in Fig. 2. Based on this principle, a mathematical apparatus of the error correction method is proposed, which ensures the guaranteed reliability of information transmission by controlling the parameters of the correcting abilities of the code.

Suppose that the message consists of discrete characters, each of which is selected from some finite set – the alphabet:

\[
A = \{a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{q-1}\}. \tag{13}
\]

the alphabet consisting of \( q \) different characters. To transmit each character \( a_i \), where \( i \) is the character number in the alphabet, the modulator will use one reference PBA of the \( E(N) \) class.

The cyclic calculator device operates in modular arithmetic and accordingly calculates the parameters \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) by the number of the transmitted character of expression (13), for the transmitted PBA as follows:

\[
k_1 = \text{int} (i/N). \tag{14}
\]
\[
k_2 = \text{mod} (i, N). \tag{15}
\]

It is obvious that the choice of dimension \( N \) for the PBA of the \( E(N) \) class must consider that \( N^2 \geq q \).

The lines rotator \( L_{\theta 1} \) produces a cyclic rotate of the reference PBA \( H^{(0)}(N) \) by \( k_1 \) (14) lines down – \( L_{\theta 1}H^{(0)}(N) \). The columns rotator \( Q_{\theta 2} \) produces a cyclic rotate of the reference PBA \( H^{(0)}(N) \) by \( k_2 \) (15) columns to the right. The results of the two rotations are \( L_{\theta 1}H^{(0)}(N)Q_{\theta 2} \).

The demodulator is built on the basis of expression (9) and consists of one two-dimensional filter matched to the reference PBA \( H^{(0)}(N) \) with a block for determining the most likely coordinates \((k_1, k_2)\) of the peak of the TPCCF between the reference and received PBAs, while the number of the most likely transmitted character is determined as follows:

\[
i' = k'_1 N + k'_2. \tag{16}
\]

The recipient of the messages does not know which PBA of the equivalent \( E(N) \) class was set as basic (reference). In the case of receiving a single PBA, it is impossible to determine what parameters of the cyclic rotate of lines \( (k_1) \) and columns \( (k_2) \) were and, accordingly, it is impossible to determine under what number the character was transmitted.

The class of two-dimensional correcting \( E(N) \) codes. The correcting properties of \( E(N) \) codes are much better compared to the corresponding BCH codes of
maximum length, in terms of correcting packet (correlated) errors, while uncorrelated errors are corrected the same way.

\( B_m \) – all nonzero (peaks) of the TPACF and TPCCF (equal to \( N^2 \) in the absence of noise and interference) and we consider that the coordinates of their location carry information about the transmitted message (16). In other words, we will carry out information modulation by cyclic rotates of the reference array.

Let the ensemble of messages \( A^\alpha = \{ \alpha_j \} \), \( j = 0, N^2 - 1 \).

From the consideration of the correlation properties of the TPACF and TPCCF, the \( E(N) \) code follows, which is the decoder of the \( E(N) \) code (Fig. 2). Thus, at \( j = N^2 \), the code can be built on the basis of one two-dimensional correlator scheme. A two-dimensional matched filter with a carrier of the \( H^{(0)}(N) \) array and a coordinate search scheme \( (k_1, k_2) \) of the main lobe (peak) \( B_m \), where the coordinates refer to the upper left corner of the TPCCF.

By construction, orthogonal \( E(N) \) codes are equidistant codes, and their code distance (dist) in the Hamming metric is determined by the relation:

\[
d = \min \{ \text{dist}(E_i(N), E_j(N)) \} = N^2/2, \quad (19)
\]

where \( i, k = 1, N^2, i \neq k \).

The construction-code distance \( d \) (19) is equal to the number of element-by-element discrepancies (differences) of arbitrary two code words of a two-dimensional \( E(N) \) code.

Thus, based on the corrective abilities of \( E(N) \) codes built on the basis of PBA, under the influence of correlated and uncorrelated interference of data exchange paths, a mathematical apparatus is proposed that uses error correction based on perfect binary arrays, which provides a guaranteed level of information transmission reliability.

5.2. Development of a software package for implementing the performance evaluation model for the error correction code

To implement the proposed performance evaluation model of the proposed error correction coding method, a graphical interface has been developed, shown in Fig. 3.

The model is universal and allows research on the use of codes for transmitting information built on the basis of PBAs of orders \( N = 2^5 = 32, N = 3 \times 2^1 = 6, N = 2^3 = 8, N = 3 \times 2^2 = 12 \) and \( N = 2^4 = 16 \).

The corresponding PBA \( H^{(0)}(N) \), of a given order \( N \), which is used as a reference, is read from the file and fed to the modulator. At the second input of the modulator, the number of the character (message) is fed, which is entered from the keyboard.

Information modulation is carried out using cyclic rotates of PBA according to the algorithm developed in the subsection (Information modulation using equivalent PBA). The screen displays the reference PBA \( H^{(0)}(N) \) and the PBA obtained as a result of cyclic rotates \( L_k H^{(0)}(N)Q_k \) (Fig. 4) and TPCCF between the reference PBA and the cyclically rotated one.

Packet and random errors can be entered into the data exchange path (Fig. 5, 6). For packet errors, the program user can change the length of the error packet, and the packet itself can move the code “left” and “right”. To speed up the study, an automatic movement of the error packet “to the right” along the code is provided. Due to the inertia of the model and graphic display, the user can view the intermediate results of the model when the error packet moves in automatic mode.

The software allows users to enter any number of random errors into the model. It is possible to randomly change a certain number of elements +1 and elements -1 of the code separately (Fig. 7). The program also allows manual error correction (input) in the data exchange path (Fig. 8).

![Fig. 3. GUI for the “Data exchange path based on Perfect Binary Arrays” model](image-url)
The two-dimensional matched filter calculates a two-dimensional periodic cross-correlation function (TPCCF) between the reference code built on the basis of \( H(0, N) \) and the error code received from the data exchange path (Fig. 9).

The model calculates the level of the main peak and its percentage compared to the theoretical main peak, the number of main peaks, i.e., the number of maximum peaks with the same amplitude. The number of positive and negative side peaks, the total number of side peaks of the TPCCF are calculated separately, and the level of maximum positive and negative side peaks is shown in Fig. 10.

The model determines the coordinates of the main peak and, using the maximum likelihood method, decides on the transferred letter (Fig. 11, 12). If it is impossible to correctly determine the transmitted character, a question mark is displayed instead.

Thus, the developed model allows us not only to investigate the operation of a tunable two-dimensional matched filter, but also to study the effect of various errors in the data exchange path on the reliability of receiving communication.

The results of the study of the corrective ability of the two-dimensional code under the action of packet errors of length \( t_n = 18 \) are...
presented in Table 1. The bold type in this table marks the numbers of the most critical positions of the beginning of the packet, at which the ratio \(B_m/B_{\text{max}}\).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet number</th>
<th>(B_m/B_{\text{max}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–8</td>
<td>28/16 28/20 28/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–16</td>
<td>28/20 28/20 28/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17–24</td>
<td>28/16 28/16 28/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–32</td>
<td>28/20 28/16 28/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33–40</td>
<td>28/20 28/16 28/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–48</td>
<td>28/20 28/16 28/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49–56</td>
<td>28/16 28/16 28/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57–64</td>
<td>28/12 28/12 28/12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indeed, if the size of the error packet is increased by one, then at critical positions the ratio of the main peak to the maximum TPCPF peak becomes equal to one: \(B_m/B_{\text{max}}\), i.e., there will be uncertainty in the decoder operation.

From the analysis of Table 2, it is easy to see that the \(E(8)\) code also corrects a significant portion of the larger packet error length \(t_n>18\).

For comparison, we note that the closest \((63,6)\) BCH code of maximum length reliably corrects all error packets of size \(t_n=15\) [23], while, as shown by the modeling of BCH codes with majority decoding, only part of the structures of larger packets \((t_n=15)\) can be corrected.

The correcting ability of two-dimensional PBA-based codes is much higher, compared to the maximum length BCH codes of the same size, in terms of correcting packet (correlated) errors (Table 2), while uncorrelated errors are corrected the same way.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(E(N)) code</th>
<th>Code length (n=N^2)</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>144</th>
<th>256</th>
<th>576</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum packet error length (t_n)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>236</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BCH code</th>
<th>Code length (n=2^k-1)</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>31</th>
<th>63</th>
<th>127</th>
<th>255</th>
<th>511</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum packet error length (E(N))</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of the results of Tables 1, 2 confirms that the set of lengths of \(E(N)\) codes \((N=2^k, N=3 \times 2^k)\) also exceeds the set of lengths of BCH codes \((N=2^k-1)\). With an increase in size \(N\), the volumes of complete PBA classes grow significantly, which ensures the practical reliability of information by quickly changing the working ensembles of \(E(N)\) codes of a given order.

6. Discussion of the results of developing an error correction coding method based on perfect binary arrays

The use of PBA allows developing a secure system that is equivalent to, and in some cases better than, other similar systems. This is achieved due to the structural properties of perfect binary arrays, including cross-correlation and distance properties of two-dimensional \(E(N)\) codes.

A cyclic rotation of the lines and (or) columns of the reference array generates an equivalent class \(E(N)\), which made it possible to build information modulation based on PBA. The cyclic calculator device operates in modular arithmetic and calculates the parameters \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) (14, 15) and, therefore, the size \(N\) for the PBA of the \(E(N)\) class must be no less than \(N^2 \geq q\), the number of characters in the alphabet. A 6x6 PBA will be able to encode 36 different characters, for example, the English alphabet only – uppercase or lowercase letters (24 letters). An 8x8 PBA will be able to encode 64 different characters, for example, the English alphabet – uppercase and lowercase (52 letters), and additional 12 characters.
The work also showed the principle of operation and construction of a demodulator, which determines the maximum likelihood coordinates \((k_1, k_2)\) of the TPCCF peak between the reference and received PBA.

The development of smart technologies forms a new range of digital services, but at the same time, almost all “smart” areas refer to critical infrastructure facilities [24–27]. The formation of an infrastructure based on smart technologies is associated with the need to limit computing resources and energy consumption. Thanks to a simple and fast way to build a PBA and an equivalent class, the proposed method confirms the possibility of using it in smart chipsets, including microcontrollers with limited resources.

Using the graphical interface of the developed software package, users can conduct various studies of the proposed error correction method. Thus, form initial data: enter the number and type of errors, determine whether they are random or packet errors, manually or automatically, move the errors through the data packet and view intermediate results.

The presented results of studies of the proposed method of the correcting ability of two-dimensional \(E(N)\) codes based on PBA codes in Table 2 confirm good code parameters. When using them, it is possible not only to correct errors, but also to provide the possibility of generating the required code with the given error correction parameters. The main limitations are reduced to the length of the input sequence, and, accordingly, the presented results provide efficiency in the transmission of short messages (highlighted in bold in Table 2), which can be formed in sensors, various elements of various types of signaling of cyber-physical systems and/or elements of critical infrastructure facilities. The findings indicate that \(E(N)\) codes can be used as an efficient error correction mechanism for communication paths subject to both correlated and uncorrelated errors. In addition, PBA-based codes can be used to reduce packet errors and improve overall system reliability.

Thus, the proposed approach makes it possible to take into account the capabilities of an error correction code, the technical capabilities of the communication channel, which minimizes computing resources for practical implementation. The proposed method can be used in smart technologies with limited computing resources to ensure the required level of information transmission reliability. A promising direction is the practical use of the proposed method in wireless channels of “Smart House” cyber-physical systems. Future studies suggest evaluating the performance of these codes in the presence of more complex interference models such as channel fading and interference from other wireless devices. In addition, researchers can explore hybrid coding schemes that combine the strengths of different coding methods to achieve a higher level of error correction. Such a study could provide a better understanding of the capabilities and limitations of these codes in practical scenarios.

However, more research needs to be done on the use of the proposed approach to correcting errors in large (more than 1,000 characters) information grids, which will largely determine their further use in various-purpose information and communication systems.

7. Conclusions

1. The study presents the mathematical apparatus of the error correction coding method based on the corrective abilities of two-dimensional \(E(N)\) codes in the presence of both correlated and uncorrelated noise in data exchange paths. It was found that two-dimensional \(E(N)\) codes are able to correct errors with the same efficiency in both Euclidean and Hamming metrics. Moreover, \(E(N)\) codes exhibit the same correcting capabilities as BCH codes in terms of correcting uncorrelated or random errors. The PBA-based two-dimensional code method offers significantly better correction capabilities than BCH codes of similar length to correct packet or correlated errors.

2. The proposed software package for implementing the method provides new opportunities for the potential application of PBA-based codes in microcontrollers. Combining their information protection capabilities with data correction, PBA-based codes can be used to develop fault-tolerant cyber-physical systems of critical infrastructure facilities.
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